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Introduction Clearly Know Your Customer’s Pain Points Be Specific Your Call to Action
(CTA) Has To Be Strong You Need to Establish Credibility Using the Trust Indicators
Use of Bullet Points Can Make a Difference The Body Text Has to Be Interesting & the
Keywords Must Be Highlighted Provide Your Customers with a Lighter Touch You Must
Choose the Right Tool Use the Lead Capture Forms You Have to Give Away Useful
Materials You Must Make Your Title to Be Captivating and Influential The Use of
Relevant Visuals Show the Value Give Your Landing Page a Test Conclusion Publisher
Introduction If you have a desire to get more inflows of the targeted leads, you must
have a landing page web design that articulately conveys your message. However,
many landing pages have been known not to increase conversion rates and this is the
reason why most people complain of insanely low conversion rates. Establishing a new
landing page with a great call to action is wise regardless of the kind of business that
you run. A landing page comes with numerous advantages and amongst them is the
ability to run your business at your absence. Therefore, you have to come up with a
system that can convincingly speak to your customers when you are not there. This
book will enlighten you on how to change the situation of low conversion rates by
simply following the steps below to come up with landing pages with high conversion
rates.
Provides a comprehensive, timely review of targeted ablation methods to treat prostate
and renal cancers. It describes the most effective techniques in current practice, with
discussion of the selection criteria, ablation technologies and their limitations, and
advice on the management of common side effects.
A straightforward, valuable guide to reduce effort and raise profits Step inside any
organization, even a very successful one, and you’ll probably find a lot of waste if you
know where to look. From providing a feature that consumers don’t care about to
exhausting efforts on tasks that only require adequate attention, there are countless
areas where resources go down the drain. In Low-Hanging Fruit, Jeremy Eden and
Terri Long provide seventy-seven of their most effective techniques for improvement,
each drawn from their success working with major companies. For more than twenty
years, Jeremy Eden and Terri Long have helped companies of all sizes make millions
by harvesting their low-hanging fruit. In this practical guide, Eden and Long share
valuable, refreshing insights in entertaining chapters that get straight to the point. This
book shows you how to smoothly shift your approach, your priorities, and your mindset
to reveal the hidden potential in your organization. Whether you are a member of a
small team or a global executive, you will learn how to identify and solve hidden
problems, improve productivity, and increase profits. Many people don’t realize that
there are dozens of quick, easy, and affordable ways to make things better. Don’t buy
into the myth that only some people have creative ideas. Typically, the people closest
to the work (from the factory floor to the C-Suite) and the people closest to the
customer know the best ways to improve business. We can pluck this “low-hanging
fruit” every day to save time and money right away. Need to grow your company’s
earnings but don’t know where to find the low-hanging fruit? The answer is right in front
of you, but harvesting it takes skill. Eden and Long show you seventy-seven clever
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ways to discover possibilities and make meaningful changes. Low-Hanging Fruit shows
you how to easily improve your job satisfaction, your team’s performance, and your
company’s earnings.
In the face of limited progress toward meeting Millennium Development Goals or
addressing climate change and resource degradation, increasing attention turns to
harnessing the entrepreneurial, innovative, managerial and financial capacities of
business for improved social and environmental outcomes. A more proactive role for
business in sustainable development is especially pertinent in sub-Saharan Africa,
which has been plagued by conflict and poverty but shows signs of a brighter future as
the world’s second-fastest-growing region. The book considers how the socioeconomic context influences the objectives of social innovation and even our definition
of what we mean by social innovation. Secondly, the book aims to show how social
innovation initiatives emerge and fare in context of the limited ability of many African
countries to provide public goods and services.
How to Make a Movie with a Very, Very, Low BudgetMichael P. Connelly
Provides information on writing a driver in Linux, covering such topics as character devices,
network interfaces, driver debugging, concurrency, and interrupts.
Using the principles in this book, the individual investor, the small business man, corporate
executives and those developing careers, have a unique opportunity to prepare a strategy for
the sea changes in investment choices, consumer demand, business opportunities and social
changes forthcoming. Not doing so will ensure failure. At the turn of the 20th Century
approximately one out of every three people on earth were of Caucasian or “white” ancestry.
By the year 2000 that number stood at one out of seven. By the end of this century,
demography experts predict that number to plunge to one out of twenty. Likewise in the United
States, in 1900, approximately nine-tenths of the population was white. By 2000 that number
had dropped to seven-tenths. Demographers project that number to be less than one half by
2053 and a little more than a third by the end of the century. The reason? If you were to ask
the layman on the street he might respond “It’s because Africans, Asians, Indians or Middle
Easterners are reproducing in large numbers.” However, in actuality, the birth rates of these
“developing” populations—though still at a high level—have themselves declined over 50
percent in recent years. The core reason for this disproportionate Caucasian decline is their
own extraordinarily low birth rates—the subject of this book. From the days of early Rome,
throughout the reign of the Titans, into the development of constitutional law and the cultural
and technological breakthroughs of the 20th Century, indisputably, Caucasians have led the
charge and reaped the concomitant high living standards, asset, status, and wealth benefits.
This will begin to change by mid century. Many celebrated authors in the demographics field
have written books on this birth decline phenomenon. Some of the more prominent include:
Fewer: How the New Demography Will Shape Our Future, by Ben Wattenberg; The Empty
Cradle: How Falling Birth Rates Threaten World Prosperity and What to Do About It, by Paul
Longman; A Question of Numbers: High Migration, Low Fertility, and the Politics of National
Identity by Jay Winters and Michael Teitlebaum; Global Aging and its Economic
Consequences by Robert Lee. All of these books delineate clearly the problems associated
with birth decline. All note the dramatic consequences particularly amongst Western societies.
This book, however, stands alone in giving the philosophical/ideological underlying causes
(The 7 basic principles) for these dramatic changes in birth rates since the mid ’60s in the
United States and the rest of the world. In addition, these publications miss the opportunity to
prepare the reader to capitalize on the investment, business and employment effects of this
phenomenon. It prepares the reader to adjust his thinking to an age of population decline
before the effects leave him behind the curve of change.
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Rudolf Graf and William Sheets have written a book containing twenty low-power (LP)
transmitter projects, perfect for the electronics hobbyist and radio experimenter. Now that the
FCC has changed its regulations about "pirate" transmissions, more and more people are
setting up radio and video stations for broadcast from their homes. Build Your Own Low-Power
Transmitters addresses applications for hobbyist broadcasting of AM, SSB, TV, FM Stereo and
NBFM VHF-UHF signals with equipment the reader can build himself for thousands of dollars
less than similar equipment sold on the retail market. The authors also fully explore the legal
limits and ramifications of using the equipment as well as how to get the best performance for
optimum range. The key advantage is referencing a low-cost source for all needed parts,
including the printed circuit board, as well as the kit. Projects in the book include: LP FM stereo
transmitter; digitally synthesized PLL FM stereo transmitter; LP AM transmitter for 150-1710
KHz; radio control transmitter/receiver; carrier current transmitter and AM and FM receivers;
LP VHF one-way and two-way audio links; 1-watt 40-meter CW transmitter for ham radio use;
SSB LP transmitter for 10-meter ham radio use; 2-meter VHF FM ham radio transmitter; FM
video link for 900 MHz NTSC/PAL operation; 2-watt TV transmitters for 440, 900 and 1300
MHz amateur TV NTSC/PAL transmissions; linear amplifier for 440MHz, 10-15watt NTSC/PAL
operation; Downconverters for 440, 900 and 1300 MHz with VHF channel 3 or 4 output; TV
video receiving systems and AM-FM IF systems; LP video link for UHF channels 14-18; 1-watt
CW beacon transmitter for Part 15 LF radio experimentation; CW identifier for transmitters; test
equipment projects for LP transmitters; as well as an RF power meter and modulation monitor.
Complete source information will be included to help each reader find the kits and parts they
need to build these fascinating projects. Unique among comparable project books, this one
offers a low-cost source for all parts, including the printed circuit board. This allows immediate
completion without needing to search for difficult to find parts Features twenty low-power
transmitter projects

Create profitable low content books quickly and easily! This book describes a
system for creating profitable low content books using a systematic approach that
will have you creating books faster. It provides tools to not only help you come up
with your book ideas, but to also track your progress while creating the book, and
plan out the keywords and descriptions for each book. Aududu Book Creator
specializes in providing tools and strategies to help low content book publishers
have a profitable business. Whether you are new to the low content book
business or you struggle with ideas for books or methods to create them, this
book will give you the tools and strategies you need to be successful in this
business. This book provides: Book Brainstorming pages to help you create
highly targeted books that sell Book Planning pages to help you track your
progress and log all the details for your books Keyword Planning pages to help
you determine great keywords for your books Description Planning pages to help
you create descriptions that help sell your books A roadmap to follow for creating
low content books A method for identifying the niches you should be creating for
Instructions for using the Book Brainstorming, Book Planning, Keyword Planning,
and Description Planning pages. Example pages for the Book Brainstorming,
Book Planning, Keyword Planning, and Description Planning pages. This book
contains enough pages to plan 25 low content books. It's 6"x9" size makes it
easy for you to bring it along and work on your book planning anywhere you go.
This series is for maths teachers who want to develop their maths teaching skills.
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This book is for teachers and educators who want to develop their maths
teaching skills where English is the language of instruction. It has been written by
the international group of educators based at AIMSSEC, The African Institute for
Mathematical Sciences Schools Enrichment Centre. The book provides practical
classroom activities underpinned by sound pedagogy and recent research
findings. The activities are designed for teachers working alone or in 'self-help'
teachers' workshops. They are designed to develop mathematical thinking and
offer immediate practical tools to help deliver this approach.
HOW TO MAKE A MOVIE WITH A VERY, VERY, LOW BUDGET is an
Ebook/Book that offers up all the secrets of a veteran low budget filmmaker on
how to make a film with a miniscule budget.It is a must-read for any film school
student, independent filmmaker, or aspiring filmmaker who plans to make movies
with a small budget. This Ebook/Book provides valuable information for anyone
who plans to embark on a low budget film production project.For instance, there
is detailed information on how the author made the transitions from film school, to
film festivals, to paying jobs in the film industry, and all the tips and info offered
will benefit anyone who plans to follow the same course.This book has all the
information anyone would need to make a low budget film.
SUCCEEDING IN BUSINESS WITH MICROSOFT OFFICE EXCEL 2013
prepares your students to solve business problems by moving beyond the basic
point and click skills to think critically about realistic business situations. When
students combine software analysis with their own decision making abilities, they
are more likely meet any business challenge with success. The Succeeding in
Business Series emphasizes problem-solving, critical thinking, and analysis challenging students to find efficient and effective solutions. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
This book is a step-by-step guide to producing a sound foundation for
advertising: one that will serve as the springboard to inspire powerful creative
expression. Rich in cases from the evolving Indian context, Planning for Power
Advertising offers an understanding of how strategic advertising is created. It
takes the reader through cases and analyses of what worked or did not work in
the marketplace. Anand Halve involves the reader throughout in exercises with
Action Points at the end of most chapters—an approach that brings alive the
concepts within, and helps readers discover the theory in practice. For
advertising professionals, this is a manual to create a robust advertising brief. For
students of advertising and marketing, Planning for Power Advertising is a
simulation exercise from which they will learn how to apply the principles that will
help them in their future careers. And for professionals in areas related to
advertising—such as media, event management and PR—this book provides an
insight into how the strategic underpinning of advertising is built.
Need a simple, practical, yet remarkably effective Low Carb Diet? The Low Carb
Diet is incredibly effective, and it has transformed the lifes of millions of people
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worldwide, helping them to lose weight, and to improve their health conditions.
No one knows that better than author Jule Eisendick. For almost 20 years she
struggled managing her weight, feeling helpless and frustrated for giving up food
she loved in order to lose a little weight - just to gain it back again and some
more.When she learned about the Low Carb Diet, she was skeptical at first. But
after giving it a try she quickly realized how powerful it was. In just 1 short year
she, and even her boyfriend, lost over 70 pounds - and this time without giving up
food they loved! In this book they share their Low Carb Succes-Story including
tips, tricks and recipes. Since starting her Low Carb journey, Jule has no
problems managing her weight at all. She eats the foods she loves, and has
more power than she had in her '20s.Inside, you'll also find: Tasty Low Carb
Recipes for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner and Desserts Tips for grocery shopping
Tips on overcoming common problems when starting out Typical Do's, Don'ts,
and Mistakes to avoid Tips on how to create a low crab diet plan and so much
more...If you're looking for a tasty and more joyful way to lose weight without
having to give up food you love, then grab yourself a copy now!
"55% OFF for Bookstores! Discounted Retail Price NOW!!" Are your customers
looking for inexpensive business to generate a lot of money without getting
trapped in taxes? Do you want to make sure that by buying one book they will
come back and buy again and again? Then, you need this book in your library
and your customers will never stop using it and giving it away! ? - WHY THIS
BOOK CAN HELP YOUR CUSTOMERS This brand-new book is a book written
for entrepreneurs by entrepreneurs. Forget the flashing banners, false promises
of overnight success, and the phony internet gurus - this is business insight
straight from the source. Laying it all on the line, each line of this smart guide has
come together for one singular purpose: to bring your customer the undiluted
truth of what it takes to make the 6-figure online business dream a reality. Your
Client Will Find: How to remove subconscious negative beliefs about money How
to create a 6-figure online business following a bullet-proof method that can count
more than 2.347 case studies in the US How to create a budget, minimize risks
and start with less than 97$ Tips and tricks to discover the most profitable trends
of 2021 The best online tools available gratis online and how to use them stressfree How to remove problems with old documents that complicate the financial
statements How to switch from paper accounting to online accounting with the
tool Quickbooks How to manage the business portfolio in the best way and
minimize risks BONUS: How to adopt the most profitable and tax-free* strategies
in 2021 Are you ready to leave a permanent imprint on the lives of your
customers and their family? Click the "BUY NOW" Button, Buy THOUSANDS of
Copies and Let Your Customers Rob Your Library!!
The role and economic power of corporations that dominate the world economy
has generated considerable controversy. The most heated debate and the most
critical questions surrounding the role of multinational corporations relate to
foreign direct investment (FDI). This key volume offers an entirely fresh
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perspective of the role of multinationals and the development impact of FDI.
Contrary to prevailing opinion, it examines whether imperialism is a much more
useful concept for describing and explaining the dynamics of world development
than globalization. FDI is a mechanism for empire-centred capital accumulation,
a powerful lever for political control and for re-ordering the world economy. This
is a much needed analysis of global capitalism and its impact around the world,
resulting in an excellent resource for students, academics and activists.
Through extensive neighborhood interviews and a compelling assessment of the problems of
unraveling communities in urban America, Harold McDougall reveals how, in sections of
Baltimore, a "New Community" is developing. Relying more on vernacular culture, personal
networking, and mutual support than on private wealth or public subsidy, the communities of
black Baltimore provide an example of self-help and civic action that could and should be
occurring in other inner-city areas. In this political history of Old West Baltimore, McDougall
describes how "base communities"—small peer groups that share similar views, circumstances,
and objectives—have helped neighborhoods respond to the failure of both government and the
market to create conditions for a decent quality of life for all. Arguing for the primacy of church
leadership within the black community, the author describes how these small, flexible groups
are creating the foundation of what he calls a New Community, where community-spirited
organizers, clergy, public interest advocates, business people, and government workers
interact and build relationships through which Baltimore's urban agenda is being developed.
Nothing provided
This book describes in detail modern technologies for printed electronics, explaining how
nanotechnology and modern printing technology are merging to revolutionize electronics
fabrication of thin, lightweight, large and inexpensive products. Readers will benefit from the
explanations of materials, devices and circuits used to design and implement the latest
applications of printed electronics, such as thin flexible OLED displays, organic solar cells,
OLED lighting, smart wallpaper, sensors, logic, memory and more.
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